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Snapshot
With the post-2020 EU ETS reform adopted, implementing legislation is getting more in 
the spotlight. One of the discussion points with significant price impact remains the timing 
of monetising allowances to fill the Innovation Fund. This report looks at three different 
timescales for monetising the 500m allowances reserved for funding innovation projects. We 
analyse the impact of an extreme frontloading (monetisation mainly in 2021 and 2022), a 
frontloading (monetisation first half of TP4) and an even distribution scenario (monetisation 
spread across TP4).

Key Points

l    The impact of the different monetisation timeframes on the EUA price is significant. The 
extreme frontloading scenario results in EUA prices being up to €5/t lower compared to an 
even distribution scenario at the start of TP4 while the even distribution scenario shows 
the lowest price towards the end of TP4 with an EUA price of €9/t lower compared to the 
extreme frontloading

l    Based on our EUA price projection, we find the even distribution scenario reveals the lowest 
financial value for the Innovation Fund of all scenarios (14.97bn euro) while the frontloading 
scenario benefits most from the increasing price trajectory over the first half of TP4 (17.95bn 
euro). The extreme frontloading scenario results in a financial fund value of 16.07bn euro. 

l    For the Modernisation Fund, the different monetisation timeframes of the Innovation 
Fund volume result in a slightly higher financial volume of 11.3bn euro for the extreme 
frontloading scenario compared to 10.4bn and 10.3bn euro for the frontloading and even 
distribution scenarios, respectively. 

l    Our analysis shows that a frontloaded monetisation of the Innovation Fund allowances over 
the first half of TP4 provides the most balanced approach of the three scenarios considering 
price risk and maximisation of Innovation Fund value.
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Introduction
The post-2020 EU ETS reform created an Innovation Fund to support innovative low carbon 
projects in energy-intensive industrial sectors. Those projects include renewable energy, 
storage technologies and CCS. The fund will consist of 400m TP4 allowances, namely 325m 
EUAs sourced from the free allocation share and 75m from the auction side.

In addition, up to 50m allowances can be added to the fund in case the flexibility mechanism 
to move allowances from auctions to free allocation to avoid a cross-sectoral correction factor 
(CSCF) is not used. Our base case modelling suggests that the flexibility pot will not be fully 
depleted. Therefore, we consider these allowances entering the market during the second half 
of TP4, after the CSCF calculation is final for the entire period. Another 50m will be auctioned 
in 2019 and 2020, taken from the MSR volume, to bridge between TP3 and TP4 funding.

Besides the parameters determining the size of the fund, the operating rules including the 
timing of monetising the volume of allowances are yet to be specified by a delegated act. 

Please note, that all modelling in this report is based on the assumption that UK installations 
will remain in the EU ETS until the end of TP3. As a result, we adjusted the supply and 
demand for the UK share for TP4 to account for Brexit. In this analysis we do not discuss any 
financing options nor award criteria of the funds but focus purely on the market impact.

Options for monetising the Innovation Fund
The allowances will be monetised to generate cash used to support innovative projects. Until 
now, it remains unknown how and when the allowances ring-fenced for innovation projects 
would enter the market. The European Commission has tendered for an Expert Group to 
assist the Commission with the preparation of operating rules. 

In order to estimate the impact on EUA prices and the resulting financial volume of the 
Innovation as well as the Modernisation Funds we analyse three potential scenarios.

Extreme frontloading

In analogy to the NER300 approach, we assume a very rapid monetisation over the first two 
years of TP4, with 200m EUAs entering the market in 2021 and another 200m in 2022. The 
additional 50m of the unused flexibility would be monetised in 2026.

Frontloading 

In this scenario, we assume a frontloaded monetisation over 2021 to 2025, meaning 80m per 
year. We assume 50 m EUAs resulting from the flexible share to enter the market in 2026.

Even distribution

We assume an even distribution of the 400 million over the ten years of TP4, meaning 40m per 
year with the 50m EUAs resulting from the unused flexible share to enter the market evenly 
distributed over the last five years of TP4. The monetisation profile for all three scenarios is 
displayed in Table 1.
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“The operating rules and the 
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Table 1: Distribution of Innovation Fund allowances over TP4
2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Extreme 
frontloading 25 25 200 200 50

Frontloading 25 25 80 80 80 80 80 50

Even 
distribution 25 25 40 40 40 40 40 50 50 50 50 50



Carbon price impact and financial fund value
Our EUA price forecast 

The impact of the different monetisation timeframes on the EUA price is significant and 
displayed in Figure 1. An even distribution of the fund volume over all years of TP4 (dark grey 
line) results in EUA prices increasing to higher levels compared to both other scenarios during 
the first half of TP4 but show the steepest decrease in prices over the second half of TP4 
given the constant supply of allowances to the market.

The extreme frontloading with most allowances being pushed to the market during the first two 
years of TP4 (blue line) results in EUA prices being €5.4/t lower in 2022 compared to an even 
distribution scenario. However, the price trajectory points upwards and with one year delay 
reaches similar absolute price levels as the even distribution scenario. Towards the end of 
TP4, the extreme frontloading scenario displays a higher absolute price trajectory compared to 
both other scenarios given the dried-out supply from the monetisation of the Innovation Fund.

The frontloading scenario (light grey line) results in a price trajectory slightly below the extreme 
frontloading scenario until 2023. After that year, the trajectory points downwards and remains 
the lowest of all three scenarios until it crosses to middle ground again for the last three years 
of TP4. This reflects the doubled volume of supply compared to the even distribution scenario 
during the years 2021 to 2025.
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“An even distribution results 
in lowest 2030 EUA price of 
all scenarios while frontloaded 
monetisation pushes the carbon 
price lower towards the start of 
TP4.”
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Figure 1: EUA price scenarios assuming different Innovation Fund 
monetisation patterns

The Innovation Fund volume is dependent on EUA prices 

The extreme frontloading scenario results in an overall financial volume of 16.07bn euros for 
the Innovation Fund, lower than the 17.95bn euros resulting from the frontloading scenario. 
The higher financial value of the frontloading scenario can be explained by the monetisation 
profile benefitting from some years of higher EUA prices compared to the extreme frontloading 
scenario. The even distribution scenario has the highest risk diversification of all scenarios with 
a relatively steady flow of monetisation. Given the shape of our price projection with declining 
EUA prices during the second half of TP4, this scenario 



results in the lowest income for the Innovation Fund of all three scenarios with 14.97bn euros 
over TP4.

The monetisation profile over time is displayed by Figure 2. It shows an S-shaped increase 
of fund value for the even distribution scenario reflecting the EUA price curve. The extreme 
frontloading shows a step function with the first intake until 2021 resulting from the 
monetisation of two annual tranches of 200m allowances while the increase in 2026 results 
from the additional flexibility volume of 50m. The frontloading scenario shows a more even 
income trajectory reflecting the continuous sale including the flexibility allowances until 2026 
before the volume stagnates for the remaining four years of TP4.

Note: The Innovation Fund includes 50m allowances to supplement NER300 funds and 50m 
resulting from unused flexibility to prevent a CSCF (overall fund volume is 500m). 
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Figure 2: Monetisation timeprofile of the Innovation Fund

Effect on the Modernisation Fund value is less pronounced 

As a side effect, the different monetisation scenarios for the Innovation Fund will also impact 
the monetary value of the Modernisation Fund. For modelling purposes, we assume the 
allowances foreseen for the Modernisation Fund are entering the market on an annual basis 
over ten years as a proportional share of the cap. The additional volume sourced by the 
flexibility clause amounting to 68m allowances will be added to the last five years of TP4. 
For better comparability of our results, we do not account for the option of member states 
to transfer allowances to the Modernisation Fund as they increase their 10c derogation 
volume. Figure 3 below indicates the absolute fund values for the three different monetisation 
scenarios cumulative for TP4.

For the Modernisation Fund, the differentiation of the fund volume reflects the volume-
weighted price trajectories of the different EUA price scenarios as the annual volume 
distribution does not change for the three scenarios. It results in the extreme frontloading 
scenario showing a slightly higher financial value of 11.3bn euros compared to 10.4bn and 
10.3bn euros for the frontloading and even distribution scenarios, respectively.



Note: The Innovation Fund includes 50m allowances to supplement NER300 funds and 
50m resulting from unused flexibility to prevent a CSCF (overall fund volume is 500m). The 
Modernisation Fund includes 68m allowances from unused flexibility to prevent a CSCF 
(overall volume 342.1m).
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Figure 3: Cumulated fund volume for Innovation and Modernisation Funds 
assuming different monetisation timeframes 

Conclusion
Our analysis shows that the timing of monetising the allowances of the Innovation Fund 
matters both for the EUA prices as well as the resulting Innovation and Modernisation Fund 
value. While an even distribution of sales over TP4 reduces the price risk when monetising 
the Innovation Fund allowances, it also leads to the lowest fund value of the analysed three 
scenarios. The extreme frontloading scenario realises most of the Innovation Fund’s value 
during the first two years of TP4. This allows for a better planning regarding the project award 
decisions but increases the price risk related to the monetisation given the dependency on the 
EUA price development for only a short timeframe. 

Our analysis shows that a frontloaded monetisation over the first half of TP4 provides a more 
balanced solution as it maximises the Innovation Fund’s value in combination with a stronger 
diversification of price risk across more years compared to the extreme frontloading case. The 
impact of the different monetisation timeframes on the Modernisation Fund is lower compared 
to the Innovation Fund, but also here we see an EUA-price dependent spread of 892 million 
euros between the lowest (even distribution) and the highest (extreme frontloading) scenario.
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Market analysis, price forecasts and data to help you make better trading decisions:

Request a free trial Request a free trial

The EU ETS Portal provides our complete suite of tools
designed to help traders, analysts and risk managers interpret
the impact of policy and regulatory developments whilst also
identifying risks and opportunities in the market. These tools
include behaviour-driven analysis, price forecasts and the
inputs and outputs from the Timing Impact Model (TIM),
which are the perfect starting point for your own analysis.

The EU ETS Insight provides the highlights of the ICIS
EU behaviour-driven analysis. Therefore, it’s ideal for
stakeholders who need to keep in touch with key
developments in the EU ETS and want to understand the
market impact of those developments but require neither
detailed datasets nor deeper insight.

https://www.icis.com/contact/free-trial-to-the-eu-ets-portal/?channel=energy&commodity=carbon-emissions&cmpid=ILC|ENER|CHHER-EU-ETS-Innovation-Fund-Whitepaper-Portalxpromo-20-06-2018&sfid=7012X000001qB8N
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